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LGBT+ Officer

What has been worked on in the past month:
During this month, the committee and I have begun getting back up to
speed with the group. We had a successful Refreshers Fayre and first meeting
with new faces being seen and old members returning from last year.
Naturally, with the term starting late in January this report will be more sparse
than usual but we have a series of plans which we are very excited about!
We are also gearing up for Officer elections and I am pleased to say that I
am aware of 2 individuals who are considering to run .

Successes from the past month:
Gaining new members from the Fayre is always good but people really
seemed to enjoy the more relaxed atmosphere involving some introductions
and a silly game where the committee were dressed in an array of bin bags,
toilet roll and foil. As you can imagine the outfits were unique to say the least!
We have also started planning the Brighton trip which many members are
excited for and are preparing for the ‘Drag Social’ which is always a firm
favourite.
Plans for next month:
As it is LGBT+ History month we are planning to make a film screening and a
potential collaboration with politics society. Our main planning is going into
our Brighton Trip which is planned to take place on March 16-18th. We are
hoping to meet up with members of the Sussex LGBT+ Group as well as
sample the abundant LGBT+ History that is present in Brighton. This will be

done by a tour and a visit to the ‘Transology’ museum. Although this is a brief
report and granted, a bit vague I hope to be able to give you more finalised
details in my next report. As always, thank you to Connor, Kayleigh and the
entire SU for their help this month.

Many thanks,

Matthew Gilbert
LGBT+ Officer

